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MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
SALUTING PISCES’ STELLAR UNIVERSITY INTERNS
Dear PISCES Friends and Family,
It is not just the temperature that warms up during this time of year. PISCES and its
workforce leap to a new level every summer with the addition of extremely talented
interns from universities around the country.

Kapiolani Community College

As Executive Director, I have made a commitment within PISCES to do our part in
workforce development for the County of Hawaii as well as the State of Hawaii. Our
goal is to provide workforce/technical experience in real world challenges for
students who are working to complement their university degree studies.
This summer, PISCES was privileged to have 12 university interns working on two of
our technical projects: Under the direction of Rodrigo Romo, seven interns were
assigned with developing new robotic subsystems to outfit our new planetary rover.
Additionally, five interns were selected under the direction of Christian Anderson to
assess the potential of new planetary analogue test sites on the Big Island of Hawaii
for PISCES operations.
These 12 interns brought talent, energy, creativity, innovation and tireless work over
long hours as they embraced their summer project tasks. The group included the
following students:

Iowa State University







University of Hawaii-Hilo (UHH): Christina Cauley, Colin Milovsoroff, Kyla
Defore (PIPES program), Max Kerr and Casey Pearring
University of Hawaii-Maui College (UHMC): Nasre Manasrah (Akamai
program), Lindsay Komai, Jordan Moore, and Blayne Morton
University of Hawaii-Manoa (UHM): Leila Oliver (Akamai program)
University of Rochester (NY): Tracee Fukunaga
Western Washington University: Matthew Takemoto

It has been a pleasure to host such a fine group of outstanding students. Their
contribution to PISCES projects is instrumental in advancing the progress of our
projects and long-term goals! MAHALO to our 2014 PISCES Student Interns!

University of Alabama

Until next time…Res Gesta Per Excellentiam (Achievement Through

Excellence).
-Rob Kelso, PISCES Executive Director

University of Alaska, Fairbanks
(Read more on page 3…)

Pacific International Space Center
for Exploration Systems
(PISCES)
Phone: 808.935.8270
99 Aupuni Street, Suite 212-213
Hilo, HI 96720

Rob Kelso, PISCES Executive
Director
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STEM Aerospace Workshop for Young Women Officially Launches
The first ever PISCES Women STARS (STEM Aerospace Research Scholars)
program kicked off July 7-11, with three bright young women taking part in the
summer workshop to get out-of-this-world experience.

West Virginia University

Catherine Cauley of Hilo High School, Sage Doreste of Connections Public
Charter High School, and Emily Strawn of Konawaena High School learned
about ISRU (in-situ resource utilization), designed a lunar lander, conducted a
mission on the Moon using MoonBots, got hands-on experience driving the
PISCES planetary rover through an obstacle course, toured three
observatories, experienced sunset at the summit of Mauna Kea as well as
learned about Hawaii's cultural connection to space exploration.
"I loved the lectures. It can be hard to find all the information on our own so
to be able to hear it from people directly involved was amazing," said Strawn.
"My favorite part of the week was controlling the rover...just because you can
actually get a sense of what it's like to control and maneuver," said Doreste.
"Also, hearing from people who are involved in the science and math fields is
great so you can hear the real deal."

University of New Hampshire

STARS is specifically for female high school students and is designed to
encourage more young women to pursue a career in aerospace or other
related STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) fields.
"For now, the program is open to high schools on the Big Island," said Mari-Ela
David Chock, Project Lead for STARS. "But our goal is to expand it in the near
future so we can make STARS available to all young women throughout the
state of Hawaii."

PRISM teams with the PISCES staff at
an awards ceremony that followed the
competition

The grand finale of the program will be Labor Day weekend, which is when this
year's STARS will get to experience one night on "Mars", via the HI-SEAS
(Hawaii Space Exploration Analog and Simulation) Habitat on Mauna Loa.

Thank You to Our
Sponsors!

(L-R) Catherine Cauley, Sage Doreste, Emily Strawn, and Project Leader Mari-Ela David Chock with
the PISCES rover after successfully maneuvering the robotic spacecraft remotely through an obstacle
course in a simulated mission that involved prospecting for mock resources such as water and Co2.
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PISCES INTERNS MAKE THEIR
MARK
College Teams go Head-to-Head in ‘World Cup’ of Robotic Mining
Mission
Control
Room at
Gemini
Observatory
PISCES interns and volunteers have done some impressive
work this summer and on July 30th, they confidently shared
their accomplishments with some distinguished members
of the community during a project review at PISCES’ main
office.
Rep. Clift Tsuji, UH Hilo Director of University Relations
Jerry Chang, and County of Hawaii Workforce Investment
Board Vice Chair Jim Kennedy, and the PISCES staff listened
to the young crew of bright minds as they presented their
experiences and achievements. Two groups – made up of
interns and volunteers – each tackled a PISCES project.
One crew identified and characterized potential planetary
analogue test sites, including lava tubes and skylights
which are known to exist on our moon and Mars. With
PISCES Operations Manager Christian Anderson as their
mentor, the group identified three potential sites and
collected data, pooling skills from each of their diverse
backgrounds including geology, chemical engineering, and
civil and environmental engineering.
The second crew, the PISCES planetary rover team headed
by PISCES Project Manager Rodrigo Romo, shared how
they overcame programming and hardware challenges to
meet their goal of controlling the rover remotely through
the internet. During the second to the last week of July,
the team successfully maneuvered the rover atop Mauna
Kea from Mission Control at the Gemini Observatory
offices located in Hilo.

University of Alabama’s
mining bot at Bayfront
Park in Hilo
This month (July 21-25) Hawaii was home to the very first PISCES Robotic International
Space Mining (PRISM) competition! Six U.S. college teams - five of which are winners in
NASA’s Robotic Mining Competition (RMC) - flew to the Big Island to square off in the ‘World
Cup’ of robotic mining.
University of Alabama (UA), University of Alaska, Fairbanks (UAF), Iowa State University of
Science & Technology (ISU), Kapiolani Community College (KCC), University of New
Hampshire (UNH), and West Virginia University (WVU), put their bots to the test at the
NASA-proven, high-fidelity PISCES analogue test site, controlling them remotely from
Mission Control at Gemini Observatory headquarters in Hilo.
The teams were ranked for their performance in three categories:
Best in Mining
Design/Innovation
Operations
1. WVU – 517 kg
1. ISU
1 WVU
2. ISU – 498.6 kg
2. UA
2. UA
3. UNH – 218.1 kg
3. KCC
3. UNH
Design/Innovation



Kapiolani

Community College
UAF received
theState
honorary Frank Schowengerdt
award (named after the founding director
1. Iowa
of PISCES), an
outstanding
catch-all
category
recognizing Team Alaska's ‘aloha spirit’,
University
Operations
‘kokua’2.(help),
and tireless
effort throughout
competition.
University
of
1. Westthe
Virginia
Alabama

University

WVU was
beast, snatching first place
two of theofcategories, while ISU won the top
3. a Kapiolani
2. in University
spot in Design/Innovation
for
their
robot’s
efficient movement, effective mining capability,
Community College
Alabama
and adjustable track suspension.
3. University of
Operations

New

1. teams
West Virginia
Runner-up
in the Operations category
overcame challenging odds to achieve their
Hampshire
placement. University
UA lost power in one of their robot's wheels, operating on “three-wheel
of network connectivity issues from the control room after their
drive,”2.whileUniversity
UNH faced
Alabama
router started
malfunctioning.
3.

(L-R) PISCES Executive Director Rob Kelso, Christian Anderson,
Akamai intern Leila Olivar, PISCES intern Christina Cauley,
volunteer Tracee Fukunaga, PISCES intern Colin Milovsoroff, PIPES
intern Kyla Defore, Jerry Chang, and Jim Kennedy

University of New

Big Island ofHampshire
Hawaii Mayor Billy Kenoi issued a formal proclamation for the competition,
acknowledging that PRISM “encourages international collaborative effort in space
exploration and development…with the intention of [encouraging] universities to develop
innovative concepts that could potentially be applied to real-world robotic space
excavation technologies…and [spurring] interest and growth in college level robotics on
Hawaii Island at the University of Hawaii at Hilo, and throughout the State of Hawaii”.
PRISM evolved out of NASA’s RMC, an event that challenges U.S. college teams to design
and build a robot that can navigate, dig, collect, then deposit regolith (Martian dirt) in a
bin. PRISM takes the RMC to the next level by inviting international teams and using a more
realistic arena to simulate a Martian environment. Though no international teams attended
this pilot year, several teams are anticipated to participate in 2015.

Stay connected with PISCES via Facebook & Twitter:
(L-R) Rob Kelso, Rep. Clift Tsuji, Hilo High Robotics Club Advisor
Ryan Nakasato, volunteer Matt Takemoto, PISCES Robotics
Technician Max Kerr, Rodrigo Romo, PISCES Robotics Technician
Casey Pearring, Akamai intern Nasre Manasrah, Jerry Chang, and
Jim Kennedy; Akamai intern Lindsay Komai not pictured




www.facebook.com/PISCESHawaii
@PISCES_Hawaii

WE ARE LIVE!!!
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Check Out PISCES on the Web!

Memoranda of Understanding signal growing global interest in Hawaii’s aerospace industry
In our inaugural newsletter, PISCES announced that it had signed six MOU’s.
Since then, that number has increased to 14, with more on the way. We will
feature one MOU per newsletter here.
WHO: Made In Space
WHAT: Specializes in Additive Manufacturing (3D Printing); Company’s
goal is to develop the world’s very first 3D Printer that can be launched
and used in space.
WHERE: Northern California
DATE of MOU: October 7, 2013
GOAL: To investigate and develop additive manufacturing methods and
technologies for printing with in-situ resources.
PROJECT(s) WITH PISCES: 3D Laser Printing

PISCES.HAWAII.GOV
MOU: a formal, written agreement
that defines the roles and
responsibilities of each party with
respect to the program/project they
are working on together.
WHY IMPORTANT: MOU’s allow
PISCES to form partnerships with both
public and private sectors, thereby
providing access to expertise and
technical support from space agencies
around the world. Such access is vital
to the success of PISCES projects, and
the expansion of Hawaii’s economy
and aerospace industry.

ABOUT US
PISCES is a Hawaii State Government Aerospace Agency located in beautiful Hilo, Hawaii. The research and
education/training center is part of the State Department of Business, Economic Development, and Tourism
(DBEDT), and conducts environmentally safe field demonstrations to test and validate innovative space technologies
on Hawaii’s volcanic terrain under the jurisdiction of the Hawaii State Department of Land and Natural Resources
(DLNR).
Gov. Signs Two PISCES Appropriation Bills into Law
Spirits ran high Monday, July 1st at the Hilo Yacht Club as Hawaii Gov. Neil
Abercrombie signed two appropriation bills into law. Under the
bills, PISCES will receive a total of $750,000, part of which will fund
groundbreaking initiatives between PISCES and NASA. The governor said
the bills will create opportunities for higher education, science and
technology development, green industries, and economic growth in the
State of Hawaii.
The first bill, HB2152, allocates $500,000 toward strategic programs,
general tasks, and administration within PISCES. The second, HB2583,
appropriates $250,000 in matching funds between Hawaii and NASA to
conduct an engineering assessment for the proposed construction of the
world’s first long-term Laser Ground Communication Station on the Big
Island.
PISCES Operations Manager Christian Andersen, Project Manager Rodrigo
Romo, Test Logistics Manager John Hamilton, Executive Administrator
Polly Roth, and Communications Specialist Chris Yoakum were present
along with legislators and members of the local community.

Gov. Abercrombie with PISCES Staff members and
Rep. Clift Tsuji at the Hilo Yacht Club, July 1st
following an honorary bill-signing ceremony.

